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In This Issue 
We are blessed to have Reverend Bruce Roffey as our short-term minister 

for the year. Though we are getting to know him as a minister he is also a 
husband to Gaylia, a father, and physicist (Yes I said physicist! Bruce 

loves God and math!). Not only has Rev. Bruce been a long time resident 
of neighboring Richmond Hill but he might also have some Viking in 

him! In 1975 while he was singing, Rev. Bruce (who was in graduate 
school at the time) felt the call to ministry. Writing how he was called is 

not my story to tell, nor would I do it justice, but, if you would like to 
better get to know Rev. Bruce his story is nothing short of amazing. 

When he isn’t pouring his time directly into ministry he enjoys travelling, 
meeting new people, and seeing new places.  In the future he hopes to 

visit Newfoundland, Great Britain, and France.   

Congregational 
workshop 
May 6  
10am – 12:30pm 

Yard Clean Up 

May 12 
9am – 12pm 
 

Yard Clean Up 
(rain date) 
May 26 
9am – 12 pm 
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Something To Read 

Spaghetti Dinner & Concert 
Our 4th Annual Pasta Dinner and Concert was a huge success 
February 10th!  Although it was a snowy afternoon, we had over 100 
guests who braved the weather that evening. Those who made it 
through the blizzard enjoyed the delicious food and the jazz 
standards at the 7 p.m. concert, meeting old friends, making new 
ones and just having a really great time.  Gramma's Oven European 
Bakery & Café in Oak Ridges, and Siderno Quality Meats & Deli in 
Maple donated the bread and meats for the meal which was a 
wonderful gesture. Musicians, Sanda Kirby on vocals and Oleg 
Samokhin on piano, took us on a journey filled with simply wonderful 
music and we definitely look forward to the next pairing of this very 
talented duo. Sandra says she is still hearing great things about the 
meal!  
 

Irish Dinner 
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All who attended enjoyed our annual Irish Dinner 
thanks to the fellowship, food and wonderful 
performances of the Maureen Miller school of Irish 
Dancing whom gave us an evening to remember. 
The evening was concluded with a sing-along of 
some old Irish favorites by the wonderful musical 
talents of The Olde Tyme Connection band. Our 
very own hilarious Wayne Lowden hosted the 
evening and provided the comedic relief for the 
crowd; more than a few chuckles were heard 
throughout the evening.  

Ding Dong Merrily on High 
 
Who doesn’t get excited when the Handbell Choir pulls out 
their bells during a service? In order to get the beautifully 
clear sound that we all love and enjoy, the handbells have 
to be cleaned & polished. A big thanks to all the choir 
members who met for dinner and then got busy cleaning! – I 
personally can’t wait till their next performance!  
 

“Therefore, as God’s chosen people, holy and dearly 
loved, clothe yourselves with compassion, kindness, 

humility, gentleness and patience.” 
-Collosians 3:12- 
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Discernment Process 

Easter Tomb Recipe 
After a wonderful Easter Sunday service the children of Sunday school 
treated the members of the congregation to AMAZING smelling Easter 

goodies! The children wrapped marshmallows and cinnamon sugar in dough 
and sealed it tight. When the rolls came out of the oven the marshmallow 
wasn’t there and the roll was empty! This delicious treat reminds us all of 

how Jesus disappeared from the tomb; but it does so in the tastiest way 
possible!  

Our Discernment Process, consisting of four 
phases, is in its final stage, which we expect to 
be completed in the spring of 2018, hopefully by 
the middle of May.  The last part of this process 
is called The Consensus Circle, which really 
does describe the task ahead.  We will be 
examining a document, which outlines the 
suggested intentions, which have been drawn 
out of the feedback from the congregation.  The 
emerging ideas and suggestions were pulled 
from statements made by the participants, which 
received high levels of support, as indicated in 
the survey we took in November. This document 
will help develop our Mission Articulation Profile 
and be a guideline for years to come, reflecting 
who we are and helping to provide direction in 
the years ahead. 
 

 

In theatres now: Paul, Apostle of Christ 

The story covers Paul going from the most infamous 
persecutor of Christians to Jesus Christ’s most influential 

apostle 

Movie Time 
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Prayer Plant 
(a.k.a Praying 

Hands) – It has 
leaves that turn 
upward in the 

evening, 
seemingly in 

prayer for 
evening vespers. 
 

Habenaria 
Dentate – This 
orchid with its 

all white 
flowers looks 
just like little 

winged angels! 
 

Peace Lily – This 
flower is said to 

look like the white 
peace flag, which 
universally calls 

for a ‘truce’ during 
battle. 

 

Holy Plants!  

Ingredients 
-Marshmallows 
-White Sugar 
-Cinnamon 
-Pillsbury Crescent Rolls 

Directions: Place the marshmallow in the center 
of a crescent roll, sprinkle on the cinnamon and 
sugar mixture, then tightly fold your roll around 
the marshmallow. Follow the cooking directions 
as printed on the Pillsbury crescent roll package.  
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Jessica Sinka is now editor of the church newsletter. I 
decided to contribute to the articles with an story 
about myself. A little self-serving, but one I hope will 
motivate others to do something similar. 
 
I’ve been in Maple for nearly six years. I moved here 
at the behest of my daughters. I had lived in Ottawa 
almost all my life. I am the proud mother of two 
wonderful daughters, both of whom are married to 
terrific guys. My daughter Stephanie is the mother of 
an eight-year-old daughter, Shannon, my daughter 
Nicola has a four-year-old little girl Mya and a newly 
born son, Adrian. Stephanie lives here in Maple and 
her daughter Shannon was two when I moved here. 
She visits quite often and I am happy to say that I 
have rekindled my friendship with my daughter (she 
left home at 19 for university and after that a job here) 
and I’ve been able to watch Shannon getting older 
and lovelier. My daughter Nicola married a man in the 
Canadian Air Force and they were posted to 
Oklahoma for five years. During that time they had a 
little girl, Mya, and they returned to Canada this 
summer. Adrian has just joined their family, they are 
settled in North Bay until they are posted somewhere 
else. 
 
Yeah, the question will be answered; why am I in a 
wheelchair? When I was 33 I was very suddenly 
diagnosed with MS. Is it a degenerative neurological 
disorder, which really did not affect me seriously at 
first. I was able to walk and perform most of my tasks 
with no problem. My husband left shortly afterwards 
and the girls and I moved to a smaller home nearer to 
their paternal grandparents. I became progressively 
worse over the next few years and in 1997 I had to 
stop working. I was OK until a few years later when I 
no longer could stay in our home. I sold it and moved 
to a one-bedroom apartment At this time, our family 
zoo had been reduced in size from four cats and a 
dog to just one dog. After a series of misadventures I 
started to wonder about the wisdom of staying by 
myself. My dog passed away and I was alone. 
 
Before I knew it I was here in Maple. It took some 
time learning to live in a long-term care home. The 
majority of the residents are way older than me and 
are Italian. While I can speak conversational French, 
it’s not exactly Italian. 
 

I was searching for friends with whom I could worship 
and I knew I needed to find a United Church. King 
City United was the suggestion of my daughter in 
Oklahoma. I had been once before, I knew some of 
the people that were in the congregation. I went in the 
side door and Evelyn knew me right away. I was 
totally at ease. Sandra Kirby, Sheryl and Jessica 
Sinka, Patricia and Walter Jurczak and Dave and 
Leslie Jeanneret knew me from Sherwood Court and 
welcomed me as an old friend. 
 
Tea and Talk on Fridays was wonderful idea for me. I 
set aside any hesitation I had and went to the Sunset 
Grill in King City. I was sitting beside Alan 
Henderson. He asked me the greatest question 
anyone can ask me. “So” he said. “do you like 
hockey?” Oh my gosh, do I like hockey? Sport is my 
life. That began a great friendship that lead to more 
friendships. We talk about a great many things on 
Fridays, I love sitting beside Alan. We always have 
things to talk about. Since I’ve been a part of the 
church I’ve been invited to join the UCW, take part in 
the learning circles, go out to the Kell’s farm for 
worship, go to lunch with Santa, attend musical 
soirées and a great many other things. I am part of 
the congregation and I am very happy. 
 
Write a story about yourself. Tell us about your 
adventures. Let us know something interesting about 
our church. Let’s get this newsletter off to a great start 
for Jessica. 
 
Deborah Cross 
 

Who is in that Wheelchair? 
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COMICS 
FOR SALE: Single owner tomb, used only 3 days, and still 

has the new tomb smell. Reason for selling… previous 
resident was resurrected 
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1 Week of Something New: 
Day 1 (Easy) 

Make someone smile each day ! 
Day 2 (Easy) 

Take 10 minutes outside each day and try to pick 
up any litter you see lying around 

Day 3 (Intermediate) 
For this day and the following days NO LIES and NO 
FIBS! – Try to speak from the heart and like grandma 

says “It’s still a lie if it isn’t the truth” 
Day 4 (Intermediate) 

Challenge yourself to re-evaluate and really think 
about a long-held belief of yours 

(Questioning your own beliefs is a great way to 
strengthen your faith, see things in new light, and 

adapt to new knowledge as well!) 
Day 5 (Hard) 

Try not to complain for the whole day! – I don’t know 
about all of you, but for me this is definitely a 

challenge 
Day 6 (Easy) 

Try a COMPLETELY selfless act – 
Go out of your way to help someone, dish out that 

love and kindness, and make someone’s day! 
Day 7 (Hard) 

Choose a habit that you have that is bad for the 
environment and put an end to it for the next 30 days! 

– 
Do you use plastic water bottles? Get groceries in 

plastic bags? Drive to work when you can walk/bike? 
Well instead try reusable water bottles and grocery 

bags! Wake up a little earlier and give yourself time to 
take the green way to work! 

 
Best of Luck Everyone! 

 

Above and Beyond 
The decorations placed around the church, especially 
those on the podium, are always a beautiful first thing 
to see on Sunday mornings! 

Bug Squisher 
Extraordinaire 

At King City United 
Church we have a 
collection of some beautiful 
plants, which enjoy basking 
in the sun that shines through our many windows. Our 
lovely Umbrella plant was sick with a horrible (and 
sticky) infestation of scale bugs but thanks to Sheryl 
Sinka, whom washed the plant several times by hand, 
it is back to its glossy leaved healthy self! 

Josteen David 
 
This is Josteen David, our 10 
year old sponsored child 
through world vision. Josteen 
is in good health living in 
Ecuador with his grand 
parents where he enjoys 
drawing and mathematics. 
Anyone, any age, can write to 
Josteen with information about where they live, their 
hobbies, sports they enjoy, or anything else! Adress is 
as listed below: 
 

World Vision Ecuador 
P.O. Box 170340 
Quito Ecuador 

Josteen David ECU: 196376-3317 



 

 

 

About the Author 
Greetings all! Firstly, I want to thank everyone who contributed to this edition of 
the newsletter! If you didn’t get a chance this time don’t worry! You can always 
send any pictures or articles you want to be included for the next one! As this is 
my first attempt at creating the KCUC newsletter I thought I would add a little 
about myself so that you all can get to know me better.  

I am currently 20 years old and like every young adult I’m still trying to figure 
out my way in life (I cook, clean and do laundry, though tax season still eludes 
me). I am a 3rd year student at Nipissing University in North Bay where I am 

studying Biology and Chemistry and so I decided to take over the newsletter from 
Earle as it’s one of the only things that allow me to make a contribution from a 

distance. I am in love with all things nature, be it plants, hiking or even creepy crawlies, I love it all! For this 
article I asked my friends and family to write reviews on me so below are their accounts: 

“Very Supportive, She once spent 8 hours in a lab with me pouring agar plates for an experiment” 

- Katie Talbott (Friend) - 

“Jessica is a rescue remedy for plants, salamanders, baby birds, raccoons, the odd fish and even one grateful Canada Goose! 
Of course this has turned her bedroom into a cross between a jungle and an aquarium!” 

-Sheryl Sinka - 

“She has way too much energy on Monday mornings, I don’t know how she does it” 

-Ryan Schlosser - 
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Emerging Ideas 
Collaboration Amongst Communities of Faith 
The concept of a Collaborative Agreement Between 
Communities of Faith is a new option that is being 
considered by a number of pastoral charges. It has 
been being tested between Forest Home and Dalston 
Crown Hill United Churches in our presbytery. Every 
Collaborative Agreement will be unique based on the 
communities involved, their focus for mission, and 
their needs. It is best for the concept to be explored 
when congregations have undertaken a process to 
articulate their own future direction in their ministry 
and mission.  Once a congregation's vision is clear 
conversations can begin with other communities of 
faith to examine potential areas of collaboration. The 
vision for a collaborative relationship with other 
communities of faith is not limited to traditional 
relationships. It may include sharing of ideas as well 

as possibilities for cooperation such as joint worship, 
shared ministry personnel, common programs and 
projects, and other shared staff for needs such as 
administration support. 
 
The Two Point charge 
Is a relationship between congregations which, when 
embarked on, requires a joint mission statement and 
a joint Ministry Articulation Profile when calling a 
minister.  The relationship requires some decisions to 
be made together. 
 
Amalgamation 
This involves the formation of a new congregation 
and a new Pastoral Charge approved by Conference. 
The individual congregations disband in order to form 
that new congregation. 
 

UCW 
Do you have a suggestion for a meaningful outreach project or mission? 

The UCW is always open to new ideas so if you have a proposal, please contact Marylee Skurdelis whose 
information is available through the church office. 


